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complexities like .. 
timing of system operations ...scheduling multiple programs ... 
administering of program priorities ...providing for orderly 

?he HP 960QCis a low-priced, modular, Real-Time Executive System capabla of handling 
multiple user tasks in a multiprogramming andhardware-protected environment.It provides 
time-and interrupt-driven,scheduled concurrent operation of multiple programswith on-
line control by the operator. Fast response md low overhead in the executive have been as-
sured by making all programs care resident. 

Flexible. Meirnory capacity can be increased t o  12, 16,24, even 32K words at any t h e ,  at your 
facility, ta provide more space far pmgmms and data. In the same way,the number of input/ 
output ~hmnelsavailable for bqtggmntation. - . - and periphe&-yp be &reafed frqm 11 to 42. 

Upward compatible. You can add disa memory and change to a disc-bwd RP 96ODEJFRed-
Time Executive system pruvidin$ on-line prcrgrarn development a d  great expansion of total 
storage capacity by simply generating the dlc-based Real-Time Executive on the new system 
configuration: Th& change d ~ e sPtat affectthe usabdhty ofexistingprograms. 

Ineludes Floating Point "Hardware". This standard qpability gives a mihimum five-fold in-
crease in camputing spaad compared to software floating paint routines,speeding calculations. 

nucrapro~gammable.OptionalWriteable Control Store and ROM programming capabilities 1 
you enhance your system's instruction set to satisfy special requirements with maximum 
efficiency+ 

If: 
Ragrammable in FQRTRGN. Your psoa;~a-g time and effortcan be tninix&ed by writing 
your program inHP FORTRAN,which includes Real Rme extensions.Where necessary 50 
make most efficientuse ofmemory, you can program in I-@ &embly language. R m s  

r~ in sithar lmguag(3m y  be aonfigursd and executed together, so most advantageoususe canbe 

e a~bath hmgmgs. 
PriwdUnder $20,000,theFIP 96QOCbrings real-time p r a d g  capability ta many new 

?.. -	 zipp1lr;ation areas. la thr:remaia'lng pages of this brochure, we invite you to examine the ap-
pliability ofthe KP9600C to research snd development, sensor-based industrial testing, and 
use in the universitylab,
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The HP 9600C in Research and Development 
h r e  and more research and development laboratories are discovering the power of automatic computer 
control of experiments and on-line processing of experimental data. User experience has proven that this 
speeds experimental work and multiplies the productivity of high-paid scientists and technicians. To re-
search and development applications, the HP 9600C RTE-C system brings: 

. . 
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The HP 9600C in the University Lab 
The HP 9600C RTE-C system is a valuable research tool in the university lab. It is delivered reaay ro connect 
to your projects and ready to receive and execute your application programs. On the other hand, it's flexible 
enough to serve the unique requirements of research in physics, chemistry, psychology, the other sciences, 
and engineering. While the system is aiding research in your science and engineering departments, your grad- 
uate and undergraduate students will be gaining authentic, practical experience working with a real-time sys- 
tem typical of those encountered outside of the university environment. To the university lab, the HP 96OOC 
RTE-C system brings qualifications unequalled by any other comparably-priced system, including: 

Concurrent execution of multiple programs, scbed- 
uled in real-time. 

Memory Expandable to 12,16,24, or 32 K words, 
on site. 

8 User Implemented Mlcropragrammability (optiorkal) 
lets you enhance the syatem"s instruction set to sat- 
isfy special requireme& with optimum efficiency, 
It also affords an excellent opportunity for com- 
puter science students to expehent  with firmware- 
software tradeoffs, gaining experience obtainable in 
no other way. 

Available 110 Capacity Expandable from 11 to  42 
Extensive Library of Scientific Subroutines ready to Channels, on site. 
apply to your data processing calculations. 

0 Upgradable to Disc-Based RTE on-site, to provide the 
additional advantages of on-line program development 

0 floating Point "Hardware" and Hardware Multiply- - .  and great extension of program and data storage capa- 
Divide, which speed calculations. city withott t afSecting the usability of existing progmms. 

We at HP have designed the HP 9600C RTE-C system to be fully responsive to your needs, today and tomor- 
row. Today its low price places the system within reach of the small college, where its use can be shared 
among several departments. It is affordable by individual departments in the larger colleges and unitersities. 
Tomorrow, the system is adaptable to your growing needs, both within the original framework of the core- 
based RTE system and beyond it, into the larger, more spacious framework of a disc-based RTE system. The 
HF 9600C RTE-C system is a powerful new research tool that no university lab can afford to ignore. 





Uses a Rugged, Reliable Systems Comp ter . . , 
The HP 2 100s Microprogrammable Systems Computer (shown above, undergoing shake test) is tailored 
specifically for systems use. It comes equipped, standard, with all of the features required . .  by . a Real-Time 

I I, . System - features like: , , 

Floating Point Hardware for Ultra-Fast 
Floating Point Calculations 

Memory Protect 
Hardware Multiply-Divide 
Power Fail Interrupt with Automatic Restart 

8,192 words of Core Memory with 980 nano- 
second Cycle Time 

11 Input/Output Channels Available in HF' 9600C 
System for Interfacing Instrumentation and 
Peripherals 

Plug-in Compatibility with Optional User- 
Implemented Microprogramming of Ad&- 
tional Machine Instructions 

Built-In Programmer's Console 

Parity Checking With Interrupt 

a Crystal-controlled Programmable Time Base 

Communications Control Channel 

This computer is built to  work where you need it - on the factory floor, aboard ship, in aircraft, at oven 
1 

temperatures in the desert, or down to a chilly 32 degrees Fahrenheit. In fact, the 2 100s works under con- 
ditions more severe than those tolerated by most peripherals, an extra margin of ruggedness that keeps your 
system up and operating reliably, hour-after-hour, day-after-day, year-after-year. 

- - - - - -  
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and 1. Waiting far 110 
2 Waitin1f o r  Dompletion ofExecution Htgher Priority f?w~frsrm 
3. By Opsrator 

Operator Request-

. . .whose memory becomes intelligence . . . 
. . . the intelligence o f  the sophisticated, core-based HP 9600C Real Time Executive operating system that 
manages program scheduling and execution, processes interrupts and inputloutput requests, and protects 
itself from user's programming errors. 

. . . intelligence applied t o  program scheduling and execution 

Scheduled List. A scheduled list contains all programs in 
order of priority that are ready for execution. Programs 
are placed in this list when it is time for them to run, when 
requested by another program or by an operator, or as the 
system's programmed response to an interrupting external 
event. 

Time Scheduling. Current time is updated every ten 

D 
milliseconds. Whenever this occurs, a time list of dor- 
mant programs is checked and any programs scheduled to 
execute at  that time are placed in the scheduled list. Thus, 
programs can be initiated on resolutions of hours, minutes, 
seconds, or even tens of milliseconds. 

Priority Levels and Execution. The RTE-C Scheduler 
recognizes program priority levels from 1 through 99, pro-
viding fine discrimination among the relative urgencies of 
programs in the multiprogramming environment. Execu- 
tion is initiated immediately for the lughest priority pro- 
gram, which is at the top of the scheduled list. If a higher 
priority program moves to the scheduled list, that pro- 
gram is started executing and the current program is 
suspended. Because all programs are in core, the switch- 
over from the current program to one of higher priority 
is very fast. More than one program may use any given 
priority level. The only limitation on the number of 
programs in the system is core memory capacity and re- 
quirements for system throughput. 



. . . intelligence applied to interrupt 
and inputloutput processing 

Interrupt Processing. The HP 9600C uses the multi-priority level hardware 
interrupt system of the system's computer for power fail detection, memory 
protect violation, and time base generator inputs, as well as for peripheral I/O 
and user-interfaced equipment. When one or more interrupts occur simulta- 
neously, the interrupt with the highest hardware priority is recognized first, 
but the interrupt system also remembers the other interrupts. None can be lost. 

Since all response to external interrupts requires some housekeeping, such as 
saving registers, program control is transferred to a Central Interrupt Control 
(CIC) routine. After completing its housekeeping chores, the CIC routine 
decides action to be taken. It will initiate routines to handle memory protect 
violations, time keeping, I/O operations, and requests for program execution. 

Privileged Interrupt. The system offers a special privileged interrupt fea- 
ture, based on the use of an option P23 control card and the hardware 
priority structure of the computer. Privileged interrupts bypass the normal 
interrupt processing of the system to achieve faster response. This meets the 
needs of interrupts having the greatest urgency. 

Input/Output Processing. An 110 Scheduling and Control Monitor (IOC) 
coordinates the I/O transfers of all standard devices in the system. I/O de- 
vices are referenced by a logical unit number rather than the actual physical 
I/O channel. This saves time and money when the hardware configuration of  
the system is changed because it minimizes change to existing programs. 

Output Buffering. IOC "stacks" output requests by priority of the calling 
program and provides for automatic memory buffering of output directed to 
low or medium speed peripherals. This speeds the processing and output of 
finished results. 

Concurrent 110 Operations. All I/O operations are performed concurrently 
with program computation in the overall system. One I/O driver is used for 
each group of like devices. Each device has a table associated with it to  store 
variable information. 

Waiting List. When a request is made for action by a busy device, the re- 
quest is placed in a waiting list according to the priority of the requesting pro- 
gram. This keeps each device optimally utilized. 

Device 110 Timeout. At the user's option, operation of any of all 110 de- 
vices may be timed out. A device that has not completed a directed action 
within the timeout period is put on "down" status by the system and a 
"timed out" message on the teleprinter or keyboard-display terminal notifies 
the operator. Thus appropriate action can be taken almost immediately to 
correct an I10 condition that could stall the system. 



and system protection 

The system is self-protected from errors in user's programs through the use of 
a hardware "fence" register in the system computer. The fence position in 
memory is set by the system. All but legal access to the memory area occupied 
by the system and the resident library (addresses lower than that in the fence 
register) is prevented. 

-4 
Addresses: 
17777 (8K) 

Memory Area for Real-Time 

Programs Added After 


Real-Time, Core Resident 

Programs (Configured with 


the Real Time System) 


Resident 
R l  - 3 ExlY, tive Produced 

- Interrupt and I10 Control by RTSGN 

- Scheduling 
- Operator Communication !diy1 Fence 

- Allocation and Control Positions 
- 110 Drivers 

Core Allocations in a Configured HP 9600C 

Real-Time System 




High-speed \ ~ i ~ i t d  \Optional Additions 

to Central Processor 

Input/Output 
Aoalog-to-Digital and Analog Output 
Subsystems 
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up to 240 12-bit channels for 
Status and Event Sense inp..*- 31 AdditionalRelay and Transistor digita 
outputs, and D-A outputs. 

I /O Channels 

Analog4 o-Digi tal 
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/ Real Time Executive System 
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System Software 
A strong software package centered around a powerful operating system is required to make even the most 
state-of-the-art hardware effective. In recognition of the key role played by software, Hewlett-Packard pro- 
vides comprehensive supporting software with HP 9600 RTE-C systems. The Real-Time Operating System 
and the System Generation and Expansion software are derived from the highly-successful, fully-debugged 
software for the disc-based HP 9600EIF Real-Time Executive systems, which has been proven in use in 
many installations throughout the world. The software provided with HP 9600C systems represents hun- 
dreds of man-years and thousands of dollars of software development work which is ready for your use 
when you receive your system. 





Supported by . 
Trainkg A two-week user training course in FORTRAN and HP Assembler language programming and five days training in 
the special aspects of Real Time Executive systems is included with the purchase of 9- Systems. All instruction indudes 
hands-on experience. HP computer maintenance trainidg courses are also available. 

Data Centem. Your l o 4  HP Sales Office probably has a small data center with system analysts and engineers. Backing this 
up are four regional data centers in the US., four in Europe, and one each in Japan, Canada, and Australia which have been 
established to meet unique needs of HP computer system users, At these centers, you can obtain the assistance of experienced 
aystem engineers and system analysts in the development of specialized sdutions to your dafa acquisition and control 
apphtinns. 

Plus. . . extemive docurneatation . . . vstern warran@ . . . world-wide service. . . a variety ofmvice 
agreements. . . experience gaked porn more than 4,000 computer in&dations. e 

The Next Step . . . 
. , . with your HP 9600C system is totatly up to you. Your choices include: 

@ Cantinuecl artanddone operation as a combad system, with memory and If0 expaasion as needed to handle gowth 
in the scope and complexity of system operations. 

a Upgrade tb disclawti RTE configuration, offering millions of words of amage for programs and data plus on-line pro- 
gram development simultaneous with real-time operations, 

Operation ,n host supported terminal system in a distributed system whm you decide to  mardinate all a 
in a distributed system configtuatian. 

lur systems 

None af these choices involves obsdescmce af either your application programs or system hardware. Your cho~ce roaay of an 
EP 9600C not only involves no risk, but it offers the solid o p p o M t y  of greatly i a c r e e  the eff3cienc;y of your data gather- 
ing, data processing, and cantrol operations, at very law cost. Cantact your local Hewlett-Pmkatd Systems Field Enginem for a 
personal consultation on the application of the HP 9600C RTE-C system, or other HP 9600 series qJfstems (HP 960QA, 9600E, 
9600F, or 9MMG) to your needs. 
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